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INTRODUCTION

This year’s meeting
In this second annual meeting, two themes will be discussed: the Authority’s fight against cartels, and its 
advocacy efforts aimed at promoting competition.      

With regard to cartel policy, the leniency programme still seems to be applied sporadically; investigations 
into collusive practices tend to originate in customer complaints, often on the part of contracting authori-
ties in connection with procurement procedures. Moreover, claims of cartel behaviour are often substantia-
ted by means of evidence that is indirect in nature. The first part of the day will thus be devoted to issues of 
the nature and quality of evidence in cases involving collusion.

With regard to the promotion of competition, the powers of the Authority have been enriched in recent 
years. This is due, in part, to the institution of an annual ‘law on competition’, and due furthermore, more 
recently, to the systematic involvement of the Authority in competitive impact assessments. In both cases, 
the practical application of these instruments could be significantly enhanced. In the afternoon we will the-
refore discuss the methods by which competition could be better promoted in Italy, not so much as regards 
individual interventions but with a view to developing a systemic logic, drawing on and building on the 
institutional assets and practices which internationally have yielded the most significant results.   

The Rome Antitrust Forum
It has been almost 25 years since the entry into force of the Italian antitrust law, and since then academia, 
the press and vested interests have tended to limit their discussions of Italian antitrust to the implications 
of specific decisions, or to highlight the limitations of specific normative developments. Only very rarely 
has there been a systematic assessment of antitrust enforcement in Italy, with a view to proposing forms 
and methods that improve on, or even reconceptualise, as the case may be, adopted practices. Such an as-
sessment would go beyond what may be possible by judicial review.  Indeed, the function of the Courts is 
to intervene only in specific cases and when it is strictly necessary. It is not their function to determine the 
overall direction of the Authority, or to scrutinize its strategic choices.    
Thus far, every reform carried out by the Authority originated from internal reflections. The solutions 
adopted – though they have been developed in recent years following public consultations, in line with best 
administrative practices – were all nevertheless of internal origin. Yet it is in the best interests of the wider 
public and of the Authority itself to ensure that it is not left alone in the design of its organizational and 
functional evolution. 

The Forum therefore organizes annual debates of restricted participation (and where individual opinions 
may be expressed without specific attribution externally) which are designed to stimulate an exchange of 
views concerning the Authority outside the context of case-specific litigation and procedures. 
     

      



PROGRAMME

09:00 Registration

09:30 I: Cartel-busting in Italy:principles, instruments and performance 
Chair:    Giorgio Monti

A. Introductory presentations

Paolo Buccirossi
Cristoforo Osti

10:00 B. Panel: Techniques, tools and priorities

Dan Sjöblom   Collusion and public procurement: the case of Sweden
Claudio Tesauro   Indirect evidence and bid rigging: lessons from the Italian  
    case law 
Andrea Coscelli   Indirect evidence and collusion in the UK 
Mario Siragusa  Indirect evidence and collusion in the UE

11:15 Coffee break

11:30 Roundtable discussion

12:45 Lunch

14:15 II: Competition advocacy: how to make it more effective 
Chair:  Alberto Heimler



A. Introductory presentations

Sean Ennis
Ginevra Bruzzone 

14:45 B. Panel: Systemic issues

Alberto Pera   Competition advocacy and domestic reform: what has  
    been the role of the Authority? 
Carlo Scarpa   Competition, innovation and economic growth
Gert-Ian Koopmans Regulatory reform and competition: the Commission’s  
    practice and the role of DG Comp
Laura Cavallo  Competition advocacy in Italy: what can be done to 
    improve its effectiveness?

16:00  Coffee break

16:15 Roundtable discussion

17:30 Close of proceedings


